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What is wood ?
For the long term durability of historical wooden 
buildings, constructors and users who deal with 
this subject have to know wood properties exact-
ly. Wood is an organic, hygroscopic and anisotropic 
material. Its thermal, acoustic, electrical, mechan-
ical, aesthetic, working, etc. properties are very 
suitable to use it is possible to build a comfortable 
house using only wooden products. With other ma-
terials, it is almost impossible. But wood has some 
disadvantages too. Following is some very short in-
formation about this subject.

Benefits of wood

Thermal Properties
Acoustic Properties
Electrical Properties
Mechanical Properties
Aesthetic Properties
Oxidation Properties
Working Properties
Variation

Minimizing the problems of wood

Careful selection of wood
Coating
Drying
Treating With Wood Preservatives
Remedial treatment
Abiotic Deterioration of wood
Fire
Fire Retardants

Disadvantages of wood 

Shrinkage and Swelling of Wood
Deterioration of Wood
Biotic Deterioration of Wood
Fungi
Moisture
Nutrients
Insects
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Wooden architecture
modern, large-volume, urban building with wood . wood 
has acquired an importance as a building material that only 
a few years ago would have been unimaginable. one of hu-
mankind’s oldest building materials shows off a complete-
ly new aesthetic and, in occupying brand new dimensions, 
manages to conquer the urban landscape too.international 
examples of architecture as part of the road show wood. 
building the future unveils the breadth of contemporary 
wooden constructions.

Eco-gauge
The new building process
The influence of IT
Building amidst existing structures

Hardwood & Softwood - whats the
 difference?
Hardwoods come from broad-leaved trees (deciduous trees that drop their leaves every year 
and produce seeds) whereas softwoods come from conifer tress (trees that have needles and do 
not produce seeds)
Examples of hard and softwoods
Hardwoods: mahogany, walnut, oak, ash, birch, maple, and cherry.
Softwoods: pine, spruce, cedar, fir, and larch.
Hardwood is commonly more expensive than softwood, however both are extremely popular 
within the furniture industry.Hardwood trees are very slow growing trees compared to softwood 
trees, this tends to make them produce dense wood. Items made from hardwoods are more 
likely to withstand years of wear and tear. However not all hardwoods are always hard, poplar 
and basswood are examples of these.Hard woods are usually much darker in colour and soft 
woods are usually lighter.
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Wooden flooring
Wood flooring is any product manufactured from timber 
that is designed for use as flooring, either structural or 
aesthetic. Wood is a common choice as a flooring material 
and can come in various styles, colors, cuts, and species. 
Bamboo flooring is often considered a form of wood floor-
ing, although it is made from a grass (bamboo) rather than 
a timber. There are some characteristics that are common 
to each category: solid wood is more frequently site-fin-
ished, is always in a plank format, is generally thicker than 
engineered wood, and is usually installed by nailing. Engi-
neered wood is more frequently pre-finished, has bevelled 
edges, is very rarely site-finished, and is installed with glue 
or as a floating installation.

.

Wooden facade
the unique appearance of wooden façades
contemporary aesthetics emphasize individuality in a modern lifestyle. can a building have a 
façade more unique than wood? the façade is the element of a building that makes the first deci-
sive impression. a wooden façade is always unique and will thrill anybody who has an affinity with 
wood with its fascinating qualities: natural variety, live appearance, weather resistance, excellent 
constructional and ecological qualities, allowing speedy construction. thanks to the aforemen-
tioned qualities, wooden façades are acquiring a reputation of prestige, not least because their 
aesthetic value is increasingly acknowledged in modern architectural approaches.

.
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